Industrial Machinery products must be innovative, precise, and reliable to meet the evolving needs of Industrial Automation. Delivering on time while ensuring the quality of products depends on streamlining product information and processes, from initial design to mass production. Fusion Lifecycle, a Cloud-Based PLM solution enables you to:

**DELIVER ON-TIME, TO EXACT REQUIREMENTS**
Industrial products operate in extreme conditions and failures can shut down production lines. Execute your product development from requirements to release in a collaborative, transparent manner with full traceability to ensure faster time-to-market.

**FULL TRACEABILITY OF QUALITY INITIATIVES**
Rigorous information and process management are key to satisfying the complex range of domestic and international safety (OSHA) and quality (ISO). Respond to audit inquiries with instant access to quality records and product development history.

**BILL OF MATERIAL AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT**
Configure and manage structured Bills of Materials (BOMs) and items using powerful capabilities from classification to BOM compare and configurable Engineering Change release processes.

**SPEED UP INNOVATION AND COLLABORATION**
Manage an increasingly complex global supply chain - eliminate email, file drop-offs and start collaborating with your customers and suppliers in a secure cloud PLM system.

---

**“We’re very excited to finally gain control of our business processes in the areas of Items and BOMs and Change Management.”**

ROBERT HEYWORTH
TECHNICAL MANAGER
CHAMBERLIN & HILL CASTINGS